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Frequently Asked Questions 

Core Solar is developing the Fleming Solar Project (Fleming Solar, LLC), an 80 MW ground-mount utility-
scale solar project in Fleming County, Kentucky just northwest of the town of Flemingsburg. We have 
received questions from the community and have prepared the following responses organized into two 
categories: (1) General Utility-Scale Solar Questions, and (2) Specific Fleming Solar Project Questions.  

Core Solar continues to maintain the Project webpage (https://coresolarllc.com/flemingsolar) that 
provides the community with important updates and responses to frequently asked questions. Comments 
or concerns are encouraged to be submitted via the webpage. 

Part I: General Utility-Scale Solar Questions 

What are the benefits of developing solar projects? 

Solar energy provides low cost, renewable energy that produces zero emissions. Solar is currently the 
most efficient form of energy technology that provides grid stability.  

What is it like to live near a solar project? 

Unlike other power plants, solar projects make excellent neighbors. Solar farms are entirely self-
contained—they use no fossil fuel and create no air or water pollution. Solar projects have very few 
moving parts, make little sound, and do not omit odors. Solar projects also have a low profile, about the 
same as corn fields just prior to harvest. Solar projects require minimal maintenance, which means there 
is no significant increase in local traffic during operations. 

Do solar projects impact adjacent property values? 

Hundreds of solar farms in numerous states have been analyzed to determine impacts to adjacent 
property values, and the findings are consistent: solar projects do not negatively impact property values. 
The criteria that typically correlate with downward adjustments on property values such as noise, odor, 
and traffic do not occur in solar projects in operation. All indications are that a solar farm is a compatible 
use for rural/residential transition areas and that it would function in a harmonious manner with this area. 

How will the solar project look from the outside? 

Solar panels are low profile by nature of their design and are much less visible than other energy producers 
such as a wind project. Core Solar strives to obscure the visibility of its solar projects through careful site 
selection (i.e. avoiding dense residential areas or other sensitive areas) and with the planting of vegetative 
screening when needed. 
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How tall are solar panels for utility-scale solar projects? 

The solar panels to be used on the Fleming Solar Project will range in height from 6-10 feet high depending 
on the time of day, racking structure, and solar module used. The panels will rotate to face the sun 
throughout the day and will be flat at noon and at night.  

Do solar projects produce glare? 

Solar panels are designed to absorb light from the visible spectrum, not to reflect it. They are also coated 
with an anti-reflective coating to minimize the little reflectivity there is. Solar panels are generally less 
reflective than windows and have been approved by the Federal Aviation Administration for installation 
on and around airports across the country. 

Are solar projects noisy? 

Solar panels do not produce noise. The system’s inverters that change the current of electricity from DC 
to AC do produce sound of approximately 85 dBA, which is comparable to an electric blender. At about 
150 feet, the volume is equivalent to a quiet suburb or conversation at home (approximately 50 dBA)1. 
The inverters are located well within the project’s boundary, resulting in the sound becoming inaudible 
to neighbors. Another noise producer of solar projects is the substation, but to a lesser extent than 
inverters. Because the noise that a solar facility produces only occurs when the equipment is in use, there 
is no noise at night.  

What are the impacts on air, soil, and water quality? 

Solar is a renewable energy resource that does not have the same long term environmental impacts 
associated with traditional energy sources.  

Operating solar projects do not produce air or water pollution or greenhouse gases. Solar power 
generation produces no waste, and no contamination from hazardous materials occurs. The cleaning of 
panels is not anticipated to be required, because the frequent area rainfall is sufficient to prevent panel 
soiling. However, if needed, the panels would be cleaned with water. Solar panels are made primarily 
from silicon (sand) and are sandwiched between two glass panels.  

Solar panels are mounted on steel piles driven into the ground and installed in rows with spacing to allow 
for maintenance and to allow sunlight to reach all panels. As a result, there is very little impermeable 
surfaces within the project. Once operational, the use of perennial ground cover and elimination of annual 
tillage, irrigation, and fertilizer (in the case of farmland) allows the soil to absorb water and rejuvenate 
during the life of the project. 

What are the impacts on wildlife? 

 
1 https://www.iacacoustics.com/blog-full/comparative-examples-of-noise-levels.html 
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Wildlife studies are an important part of the development process — trained experts study proposed sites 
to ensure that development minimizes impact to wildlife. Core Solar coordinates with federal and state 
wildlife agencies to confirm best management practices and impact mitigation strategies. There is even 
an opportunity for solar projects to provide an uplift in wildlife benefits when incorporating pollinator 
habitat plantings within the project area.  

How is vegetation maintained in the solar project? 

Overgrown vegetation is not desired because it can cause safety hazards and impedes sunlight on the 
panels. Low growth native seed mixes are often used to maintain the vegetation on the land, along with 
mechanical mowing when necessary. Sometimes, sheep grazing is used to naturally maintain the land and 
spot-spray only as needed to control weeds. 

Are there long-term stormwater concerns with utility-scale solar? 

Utility-scale solar projects are designed to improve soil and water quality. Stormwater management plans 
are required as part of the solar development process. These plans are prepared by professional engineers 
to ensure that projects do not contribute to erosion or flooding. Once operational, the use of perennial 
ground cover and elimination of annual tillage, irrigation, and fertilizer (in the case of farmland) allows 
the soil to absorb water and rejuvenate during the life of the project. 

What happens after the useful life of the solar project? 

When the solar facility is no longer efficient, typically after 35-40 years, the system will be 
decommissioned, and the land will be restored and available for its prior use. This process is part of the 
lease agreement; the project owner is required to remove all infrastructure associated with the solar 
project. A bond or letter of credit will be posted to pay for the cost of removal and to restore land to its 
pre-construction condition prior to the expiration of the land lease. Once the equipment is removed, 
components that have resale value will be sold and those with no resale value will be salvaged and sold 
as scrap for recycling or otherwise disposed at an approved location offsite. Panels will be removed for 
reuse or sent to a dedicated panel recycling facility. 

What are solar panels made of? 

Panels are primarily made of silicon, glass, silver wire, aluminum, copper and other common 
materials. There are no toxic materials that will leach into the environment, as all panel materials are 
sealed between two pieces of glass.  The solar panels are incredibly durable and are required to meet all 
local, state and federal regulations.   
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Part II: Fleming Solar Project Questions 

What is Core Solar’s approach to solar development? 

Core Solar, a Texas based US company, is committed to developing solar projects that have minimal 
ecological impact. A variety of desktop and field-based study methods are used for qualifying land and 
assessing potential impacts. Core Solar’s projects are designed to utilize the latest solar technology in 
order to increase generation efficiency and decrease land area needed. Core Solar develops its projects 
on privately owned property where minimal grading or tree clearing required.  

Core Solar engages top tier consulting specialists to ensure responsible development. Collaboratively, we 
assess the unique permitting needs and perform environmental and technical services for projects. As 
such, Core Solar is well-positioned to implement best management practices to exceed regulatory 
requirements and minimize any harmful effects to the environment.  

Core Solar strives to develop multi-benefit renewable energy projects. This is accomplished in many ways, 
such as including pollinator-friendly landscape plans, zero water use (traditional power plants require 
water for steam production and cooling), eliminate pesticide and herbicide use on the property, creating 
local jobs, increasing revenue to project landowners, and providing increased local and state property tax 
revenue. 

How does a solar project impact adjacent property values? 

A Property Value Impact Study was completed for the Fleming Solar Project (“Project”) by Kirkland 
Appraisals, LLC. The matched pair data in the report shows no impact on home values when located as 
close as 105 feet to a solar project, assuming reasonable visual buffers are provided. The Project will 
maintain a minimum 300-foot setback from the security fence surrounding the Project and neighboring 
residences. In addition to this setback, a standard 15-foot-wide vegetation buffer that will grow to 
approximately 15 to 20 feet high is planned to be installed to further mitigate visual impacts. The location 
of the vegetation buffer is impacted by the distance to key viewing locations and the results of the Visual 
Impact Assessments performed during Project design. 

How close will the Project be to nearby residences?  

The Fleming Solar Project is designed to be a good neighbor. The Project will maintain a minimum 300-
foot distance from the security fence that surrounds Project infrastructure to neighboring residences. The 
distances from neighboring residences to the Project’s inverters, which are the primary noise-producing 
components of the Project, are in excess of 700 feet. According to the Noise Evaluation Report that was 
completed for the Project by a third-party consultant, the sound impact of the inverters at 300 feet is well 
below the average human ear’s sensitivity to sound level changes, given the ambient sound level 
environment and existing road traffic. Furthermore, solar inverters are expected to operate only during 
daylight hours, further limiting the impact.  
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What can we expect during construction? 

The construction of the Fleming Solar facility is expected to take 12-15 months. Construction 
activities are expected to be transient in nature and of a limited duration, taking place daily 
during the hours of 7 AM to 9 PM.  Employee headcounts are expected to be below 100 for 
six of the months, between 100 and 200 for three of the months, and between 200 and 250 
for three of the months. Once the facility has been approved for construction, the site 
contractor will work with local property owners to establish an off-site remote parking 
location(s).  
 
The loudest source from construction is expected to be pile driving equipment used in the 
construction of the solar panel racking system. Sound level impacts at 300 feet from active 
pile driving operations would be approximately equivalent to the sound level produced by 
the use of a household hairdryer. The pile driving phase of the work requires the associated 
equipment to move around the site. Once each pile is installed, the pile driver moves to the 
next and does not remain in each area of the Project site for long periods of time. This results 
in short term impacts associated with construction to the surrounding area at each 
temporary location.   
 
What kind of fencing will be used on the perimeter? 

The Project will be surrounded by a chain link fence, 6 to 8 feet high.  

How many entrances are proposed for the project? 

There are three proposed entrances during construction: (1) Main Plant Entrance (located along Old 
Convict Rd, providing access to the substation and Operations Building); (2) Construction Site Entrance 
(just east of the Main Plant Entrance, allowing for access to the construction laydown area); and, (3) North 
Site Entrance (along Maysville Road at an existing driveway). As currently planned, only the Main Plant 
Entrance will remain after construction is complete to provide access to the Project during operation. 

Will there be road degradation from construction? 

The construction contractor will document roadway conditions in accordance with all applicable 
transportation permits obtained from State and local road authorities before construction commences 
and will be required to restore impacted roadways to pre-construction conditions. Consideration will be 
given to delivery schedules to minimize the need for trucks to pass each other on Old Convict (State Hwy 
559), Maysville (State Hwy 11), and Helena Roads (State Hwy 1200) No improvements are anticipated to 
be required to existing roadways for facility construction.  

Due to the low volume of construction and operation trips (anticipated at fewer than 10 construction 
vehicles per 10-hour workday along low-volume roads, an off-site shuttle for employee trips), and with 
the appropriate safety of providing work zone signage and flaggers will be implemented, traffic impacts 
during construction will be minor. During facility operation, there will be approximately two workers per 
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shift, three shifts per day. Decommissioning will consist of six employees for 12 months. Therefore, 
additional traffic mitigation will not be required. The contractor will obtain an encroachment permit for 
work on this site and minimize disturbance from fugitive dust. 

How has Fleming Solar engaged the community to date? 

Core Solar began evaluating this area for solar development in late 2019. Over the course of many months, 
Core Solar finalized lease or purchase option agreements on enough land to support the desired size of 
the solar project. In November 2020, Fleming Solar, LLC submitted a Notice of Intent to File an Application 
for a Certificate of Construction with the Kentucky Electric Generation and Transmission Siting Board. This 
is a state-administered certificate that is required for the Project.  Fleming Solar anticipates submitting its 
application to the Board in April.  

Consistent with the statutes governing construction certificates, Fleming Solar published notice of a public 
meeting in the local newspaper, The Flemingsburg Gazette, and sent direct mailings to all participating 
and adjoining landowners (45 landowners in total). The public meeting was held on December 11, 2020 
at the Fleming County Fiscal Court Meeting Room. An estimated fifteen community members were in 
attendance (virtually and in person).  

Recently, Fleming Solar entered into agreement with a landowner to incorporate a portion of that 
landowner’s property, which increased the project size by approximately 60 acres. Incorporating this 
additional land created two new adjacent landowners who did not receive adjacent landowner notice 
letters for the December public information meeting. In compliance with the statutes, Fleming Solar 
scheduled a second public information meeting (March 25, 2021), posted notice in The Flemingsburg 
Gazette, and delivered letters to these new adjacent landowners. 

Core Solar continues to maintain the Project webpage (https://coresolarllc.com/flemingsolar) that 
provides the community with important updates and responses to frequently asked questions. Comments 
or concerns are encouraged to be submitted via the webpage. 


